District What3Words Scavenger Hunt
A challenge to find secret locations to answer quiz questions. We will accumulate points for correct answers by
individuals and by groups to see who is best at ferreting out the answers! You will have 3 months to answer as many
questions as you can - you can do a few at a time or go out for a whole day to answer lots. We will award certificates
to scouts who answer 25, 50 etc. clues.
What is What3Words?
A system that divides the whole world into 3X3m squares and allocates 3 random words to each square. You use the
app (available free) or what3words.com to identify the What3Words square you are in, or to look up the location of
a square if you know the words. You can use it to tell emergency services precisely where you are!
How does the challenge work?
You will be given a list of What3Words addresses, all in Southwark, each of which will have a question associated
with it. You need to:
1) BEFORE YOU GO OUT Look up the addresses, work out approximately where they are and plot a route to
visit one or more of them. You can print a map from google maps to help with this.
2) Go out (following social distance guidelines, and with a member of your household for safety) to find the
locations on your route and answer the question for each location
3) When you are back, give the answers using the form on this website
4) Do it again with another set of locations another day!
5) The challenge will run for at least 3 months, so you have plenty of time to find more distant locations –
perhaps on a bicycle. The borough is only about 8km long and 4km wide so you could get from one end to
other and back in a long day’s walk.
6) The locations are grouped by neighbourhood to make it a little bit easier for you!
Staying Safe
1) Ensure you follow the government’s guidelines for social distancing at all times. Those may change over
time so make sure you know what you are allowed to do at the time you go out.
2) Stay safe when looking up locations on your phone. Be aware of who is around you and don’t get your
phone out if you are at all concerned. Make sure you have at least one other person with you to help.
3) Watch out for traffic and be sensible when crossing roads. Pay attention!
Tips on What3Words
 The main page has a map showing roads, buildings etc and a search bar where you can enter the address you
are looking for.
 You can zoom out to get a general idea of the location and zoom in to see exactly where it is
 The blue dot on the screen that shows where you are may not always be accurate. Use the actual map (it is
very detailed, including building outlines) to work out exactly where the square you are looking for is
 Bear in mind that the person setting the location might have misread it by a square or two!
 You can use the Navigate button, and then “Compass” to get a pointer that shows distance and direction to
your target but it is not always accurate so best to use the W3W map!

North Dulwich & Dulwich Village
Location What3Words
number
1
Impose.ground.float
2

Remark.aims.odds

3

Skirt.modes.parade

4

Back.cheek.trout

5

Entertainer.upset.wool

6

Loyal.played.steep

7

Party.gold.happy

8

Tests.retire.drape

9

Dreams.tricks.dance

10

Forms.festivity.looks

11

Shot.meant.candle

12

Reap.puff.locals

Question
What is the distance
from here to
Sydenham?
What is the hashtag
on this mural?
What method of
communication can
you use here?
What building does
this door go into?
What year is on the
sticker on the
noticeboard?
What is the year on
the crest?
Which family’s tomb
is this?
What does the
writing above the
door say?
How many miles
from here to
Cornhill?
What 2 words
appear under the
crests on the gates?
Who laid the stone
in the wall?
How many species of
apple are here?

Your answer!

West Dulwich
Location What3Words
number
1
Lofts.pushy.sushi
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Question

When were these sculptures
installed?
Bunks.cope.making
Which nurse lived here?
Fame.dust.teeth
What is the name of this
house?
Salon.tries.beam
Who is the toll-mistress on the
1950 postcard?
Laws.brings.sheet
What kind of tree is this?
Couches.dishes.tame
Who is the vicar?
Universally.cloth.common Which butterfly might you spot
here?
Driver.home.bake
What is this feature (that you
might see at scout camp)?
Noises.enable.about
What kind of tree is this?
Tanks.happen.minds
Which bus stop for Crystal
Palace?
Snows.stages.bids
Dates on the mural?
Token.splash.sage
When was this feature
created?
Served.track.basic
Which walking route is this sign
about?
Quit.large.hosts
Who painted the picture of
Dulwich College?

Your answer!

Bankside ( From Tower bridge to Waterloo )
No. Address
///lifts.names.deals
1
2
/// solo.they.rounds
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Clue
When did school breakup?
How many buttons per
cuff?
///hips.fired.belt
How many legs to
stand-on?
///liability.regard.spice Arms up, looking
where?
///spoon.rats.nest
What on earth?
///tend.noses.mimic
What Gate?
/// output.mull.solved Low what?
///ahead.call.actual
What is tower bottom
left hand of bridge?
///parade.slurs.actors Who sat here?
///code.bonds.blank
What is 171007
///beyond.gentle.finds No waiting, standingaround or ?
///elder.doing.coast
A short tasty word looks
down on you.

Answer

Rotherhithe

No. Address
Forces.lasted.vines
1
2
farmer.terms.robots
3
Asking.defeat.tuck
4
Sticky.loved.second
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Clue
What shape is the
building?
Open when?
4th sign down? ( ND)
What is written on
monument?
Shark.flight.guises
E a e t c I R ? ( final
letter)
Volunteered.doors.award How many points are
there?
Error.chat.change
CBE MA Feng ????
Oath.canny.simple
What type of tree grows
nearest the stones?
Duty.singer.monks
Nearest letter to where
you are on the bronze.
Solid.senior.vine
How many spokes in
chair-wheel?
Slams.badly.song
Who protects this field?

Answer

Southwark Park

No
1
2
3
4
5

W3W
awake.found.poet
stop.hills.birds

6

others.light.scare

7

sounds.post.chip

How many full squares in front top
window?
Who’s Yard?

8

spite.chose.stray

How many pointed star?

9

belong.goad.bump

What type of machine?

10

plants.king.leave

KG. ? ? ? ?

navy.breath.idea

photos.gross.ample
mouse.flies.packet

Question
Who do you think owns this building?
What in on top of distant green spire?
Who was a rare specimen?
Type of tree for Queen?
What hangs under the green cockerel?

Answer

Burgess Park

No
1.

W3W

2.

mobile.asks.flames

What type of

3.

universally.agreed.else

4.

dices.pigs.hungry

4 ways: To a Giraffe. To
Walworth Rd. To Old Kent
Road. And to a _ _ _ _
What colours is the
metal?

5.

stole.taker.sings

How many balls around
tree?

6.

bridge.claps.path

How many windows?

7.

neon.fuels.sugars

The 2 big trees are?

8.

types.certified.burns

For what hot things?

9.

clear.sunset.topped

What game played

10.

shady.return.dream

What playing Card?

11.

grin.pocket.singer

Date of old Market
Garden

relax.crunch.trips

Question
What colour top of sign?

Rhopalocera?

Answer

Peckham Rye
No. What3Words
1
zealous.shorts.holly
2
votes.warm.quite
3
4
5

bright.shiny.hung
hulk.ducks.pads
teeth.cheer.split

6
7
8
9
10

issued.stress.learns
saves.years.sugar
veal.fine.look
shuts.zebra.fills
axed.mutual.unrealistic

11

loved.fame.rental

Question
How many beds?
Rain finds how many bars
broken?
How many colours of stone?
How many central bays?
How many Scout Badges on
Sundial?
Number of stop?
Most trees on this path are?
What is 266630?
How many X over the Peck?
What are dark trees do Yew
pass between?
10 / A Colour of post?

Answer

Elephant & Castle

No
1.

W3W
warns.ticket.medium

2.

remedy.term.animal

3.

glove.learns.dirt

4.

herb.levels.banks

5.

paid.logo.orbit

6.
7.
8.

weeks.chefs.energy
forget.monks.rider
aside.finely.prep

9. submit.cotton.lake
10. foam.scars.half
11. trucks.verge.hammer
12. mute.grew.firms

Question
What’s the attraction?
(Looking down)
Bridge Number? (Do not cross
main road)
No Skateboard. No Bicycles.
No ??
Stage backdrop frame
colours?
What number is by the
barber’s sign?
What cycle route?
Type of weather ?
Motto? ( Above ‘In Memory
of…. )
A scientific what ?
What number is St Johns
House?
Where did Richard live?
How many bike rack?

Answer

